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ABSTRACT
Simple Epidemic Algorithm (SEA) is a social protocol used in the Pocket Switched Network
(PSN) technology. SEA infects an entire population. We have defined a Secure Simple Epidemic
Algorithm (SSEA) for PSN where a security condition controls the traffic. SSEA doesn’t infect
a global population. As the Internet Of Things (IOT) is with no specific definition, we have
proposed a new model of IOT. In this latter, PSN that uses the developed SSEA guarantees
the exchange of information. To best understand, we have defined a small model with four
communities and an “EXTERNAL”. Nodes traveling between communities have different
security degrees. The security degree reflects the number of communities to which the node
belongs and defines the security condition of SSEA. The exchange of information relies on
the cooperative nodes. Supplying help and extra services in time and space identify the
cooperation. In the best case, SSEA infects nodes with high security degrees and reduces the
network communication cost.
Cite this article as: Khouni S, Chemali H. SSEA for PSN: A novel secure technique
of communication through IOT devices. Sigma J Eng Nat Sci 2022;40(2):300–309.

INTRODUCTION
British technology pioneer Kevin Ashton was the first to
use the popular term Internet Of Things (IOT) in 1999. It is
a network of objects connected to the Internet Network via
sensors [1]. Each one has an Internet Protocol (IP) address
[2-3]. Later on, several definitions have appeared. In [4], it
is a philosophy with neither single nor universal description. In [5-6], IOT is a compilation of all existing communication technologies inter-reacting with Internet Networks.
So, more problems appear when the number of objects goes

high. The major problem is how to secure information, how
to give an IP address to all objects [1], and how to maintain a link between them when an internet connection was
loosed. For complete coverage of the monitoring system, it
needs extra activities [7]. All searchers are working to find a
new alternative link of communication in IOT.
Social network based protocol routing is one of many
protocols routing used in PSN [8]. Simple Epidemic
Algorithm (SEA) [9-10] is used in the social network based
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protocol routing to keep a link between nodes. We have
defined the Secure Simple Epidemic Algorithm (SSEA).
The latter is SEA, for which the spread of information is in a
security condition (security degree d). In SSEA, the selected
candidate should have a high d value.
Going from the proposition that IOT is with no universal description, the new in this paper is the definition of
the newly IOT model that uses the newly developed SSEA
for PSN as a technique of communication. This new IOT
model preserves communication’s link when an Internet
connection is lost.
The following items define the model:
• The topology of the model: The environment is divided
into communities and an “EXTERNAL”. Each community is a small local IOT network. “EXTERNAL” is
an external IOT network. Inside communities, every
node (person) behaves as a local network device. In
“EXTERNAL”, it should keep this identity and will be
a social ad-hoc network member too.
• The Security degree d parameter: In this model,
“Human” and “Object” have a common relation as to
belong to the same family or to belong to the same
factory or institution. Being in the same place at the
same time during several periods can be a relation.
Therefore, every node may belong to more than one
community. This multi membership defines the security degree d parameter. So, each node must have a
vector identity (which includes d).
• The PSN Technology: In “EXTERNAL”, when a node
lost an Internet connection, it switches to keep a link
with its community via other nodes. This technique of
communication defines the Pocket Switched Network
(PSN) technology. So, PSN deals and supports all
types of IOT items in absence of the internet connections. It is one of the technologies used to discover
and to add new objects to existing IOT.
• The Cooperation of nodes: Since PSN is based on the
movement of the persons to deliver information; it
relies on their cooperation to establish links. We will
process communication between persons (mobile
phones). The following items define the cooperation
of each node: battery level, charge, and availability.
An available node with a high battery level and a high
charge will be an excellent cooperative node.
The main body of this paper is organized as follows: In
Section 2, we present the proposed IOT Model, in where the
topology of the model is detailed; and the security degree d is
defined. In Section 3, we describe PSN Technology and show
how we have developed SSEA for PSN to establish secure
communication between nodes. In Section 4, we present the
scenario of communication using PSN. In Section 5, first, we
compared SSEA to SEA for a different case of nodes number
and values of security d parameter to prove the benefit of the
model; after, we compare SSEA with related work to show its
performance. In Section 5, we write the conclusions.
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THE PROPOSED IOT MODEL
The Topology of the Proposed Model
As the first approach, let consider N static Areas.
Each area defines a community. An area’s outside defines
“EXTERNAL”.
Each node may belong to more than one community.
Inside the community, it is a local network member. Once
in “EXTERNAL”, each node is a social ad-hoc network
member.
In “EXTERNAL”, for each node, we have defined the
parameter d as the security degree that reflects the number
of communities to which it belongs and its Trustworthiness.
In the absence of an internet connection, every node
desiring to communicate with its community sends messages via other nodes. This technique is named the PSN
technology. Each node searches about nodes with high d
values (Trustworthy nodes) to secure the transmission.
Considering nodes cooperative, so “EXTERNAL” is an IOT
network linking the different local IOT networks defined
inside each community.
The Security Degree
To give a cognitive identity to node, we have defined
and introduced the parameter d as shown in equation (1).
d=

k
N

(1)

Where k is the number of communities that node
belongs to, and N the total community number. The possible values of d are N values.
So, each node has a specific d added to the identity vector. Node with high d is a popular node and a more secure
one to transmit information.
To study the efficiency of the proposed model and to get
measurement, we have fixed the number of communities.
Figure 1 shows an example model of 5 regions: 4 communities (community 1, 2, 3, and 4) and an “EXTERNAL”. Every
community has limited size and members. The four plotted communities are circles, and we have affected the colors
red, green, pink, and white respectively to the first community, the second one, the third, and the fourth. When nodes
are in “EXTERNAL”, the color affected is yellow. For this
example (refer to equation 1), we have four security degrees
d: 1, 0.75, 0.5, and 0.25 when node belongs respectively to 4
communities, 3, 2, and 1 community.
PSN TECHNOLOGY
PSN derives from the Delay Tolerant Network technology (DTN). In DTN, radio disconnects between devices
present the major recurring problem [11-12]. DTN uses
intelligent equipment to deliver information [13], whereas
PSN uses only persons (mobile phones). It works without
any help and any specific structure.
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Figure 1. The Topology of the Proposed IOT Model.
In PSN, the transmission is as Store-Carry-Forward
(SCF) pattern [8]. The mobile phone is to store messages.
The movement of the persons is to carry it. Short-range
radio links [14-15] were to forward it. Ultrasound [1617], Bluetooth, and WIFI [18-19] are part. The trouble in
the mixed network results from interoperability between
nodes [20-21]. Authors in [22-23] propose solutions to this
problem.
There are several routings explored in PSN; social
network-based protocol routing is the more popular one
[8].
The Epidemic Algorithm is one of the algorithms used
in the social network based protocol routing. It is used in
various Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN)[24-25]. It is a
better technique to build a link in Ad Hoc Networks [26],
Vanet [27], and DTN [28]. The Epidemic Algorithm can, in
the end, infect an entire population.
First, let defines the Simple Epidemic Algorithm SEA
[9-10]:

For a fixed size population n, k nodes are already
infected. The infection appears in rounds. The probability that a particular susceptible (uninfected) node is then
infected in a round if k nodes are already infected is shown
in equation (2).
Pinf ( k, n) = 1 − (1 − 1/ (n − 1))

k

(2)

n
The time complexity is O (log N), also after log 0.75
2
rounds, every node is infected [10].
To prove the efficiency of our proposed IOT model,
we have developed the Secure Simple Epidemic Algorithm
(SSEA).
Description of SSEA
As defined in section 2, d reflects the number of communities to which node belongs. The utility of d appears
when nodes are in “EXTERNAL” without an internet link.
So each node is a member of the social ad-hoc network,
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and it is supposed cooperative. For this situation, we have
developed SSEA in where the infection is relative to the
security degree d. The objective is to infect only the nodes
with a high security degree to secure the communication.
In this state, SSEA reduces the number of infected nodes,
so the energy consumption is reduced. The system of equations (3) shows the probability that a particular susceptible
(uninfected) node with d value is then infected in a round if
k nodes with d value are already infected.
1 − (1 − 1/ (n − 1))k , n < n
d
d
Pd ,inf ( k, n) = 
Pinf ( k , n) , nd = n

(3)

As seen for equation (2) defined by two values, n,
and k, SEA infects an entire population with no condition; whereas, the three values, n, k, and d, define the
conditional probability given by the system of equations
(3). The security degree d controls the infection in SSEA.
This latter affects only the nodes desired. That is the first
difference between equation (2) and the system of equations (3). The second one is that equation (2) is defined
for a global population of n nodes, while the system of
equations (3) is defined for a population of nodes with a
specific d value. A particular case appears when all nodes
have the same d value, so the system of equations (3) will
be equation (2).
To select nodes with a specific security degree, the
expected number of newly infected nodes will be (nd − k)
(1 − 1/(nd − 1))k). In the end, nd nodes will be infected with
the same security degree d.
For n nodes, and considering the cost communication
as homogeneous, Ecost is the energy cost between two nodes.
The energy cost of the network in SEA is nEcost. In SSEA, the
communication is between nd selected nodes, so the energy
cost is ndEcost.
THE SCENARIO OF COMMUNICATION
To explain the working of our defined model, we have
built a virtual scenario of the node-agent’s discovery under
C++ using the OpenGL library (a library used in diverse
areas of computer graphics and exploitable across several
platforms). We have defined a member-agent to discern it
among other nodes. The procedure carries out the following tasks:
• A member-agent leaves the first community and travels toward another.
• It sends a periodic message (hello message) to check
and decide its presence inside the community.
• Leaving its first community and before reaching the
targeted one, member-agent belongs to a medium
named “EXTERNAL”.
Once in “EXTERNAL”, and when strong congestion
appears, member-agent without the link of communication

cannot reach the targeted community to which it must
deliver information. So, PSN was to govern the communication network: Member-agent generates an alert message to
its environment to get other links or alternatives that would
offer a solution. This situation requests the cooperation of
nodes. It generates an alert message in a defined period and
waits for an answer. This message includes a vector identity comprising the communities it belongs to. A candidate
node will reply with an acceptance message comprising its
vector identity. If more than one node responds, memberagent calculates their security degrees d (reflects the privacy
of a message). It delivers messages to the node owning the
highest one to get a more secure link. So, this node behaves
as a node-agent. The following timers t1, 2t1, 3t1, and 4t1 were
predefined to find node-agent with d=1, 0.75, 0.5, and 0.25
respectively. Remember that every timer is the time that
separates a time of sending an alert message and receiving
an answer.
Let’s recall that cooperation is a sign of accepting or
refusing the transport of messages. To model cooperation cases, we have implemented a different number of
nodes (considered cooperatives) in the region defined as
“EXTERNAL”.
Figure 2 describes the flowchart procedure to find
the first node-agent. At the first time, we considered that
a member-agent is going from area1 to area4. Once in
“EXTERNAL” high congestion appears and no internet link
is available. In this situation, node-agent switches to process
the PSN technique to send information to area4. We suggest that the member-agent is surrounded by cooperatives
nodes, and each cooperative node belongs to one community (d=0.25) at least. Four situations are considered:
First Situation
Member-agent sends an alert message, and when
it receives answers, it gives the information to the first
responding candidate with d=1. If there are no candidates
with d=1, it passes to the second situation.
Second Situation
It sends a second alert message, and when it receives
answers, it sends the information to the first responding
candidate with d=1. If there are no candidates with d=1, it
sends the information to the first responding candidate with
d=0.75. If there are no candidates with d=0.75, it passes to
the third situation.
Third Situation
It sends a third alert message, and when it receives
answers, it sends the information to the first responding
candidate with d=1. If there are no candidates with d=1,
it sends the information to the first responding candidate
with d=0.75. If there are no candidates with d=0.75, it sends
the information to the first responding candidate with
d=0.5. If there are no candidates with d=0. 5, it passes to the
fourth situation.
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Fourth Situation
It sends a fourth alert message, and when it receives
answers, it sends the information to the first responding
candidate with the highest d value.
If this first node-agent can’t finish this task, the process
of Figure 2 will be repeated to find the second node-agent
and so on.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
First, we have compared SSEA with SEA. Then, we have
compared SSEA with GOSSIP to prove the performance of
the method.
The Comparison of Sea with SSEA
SEA and SSEA are simulated for the same population
(n = 100 nodes) under Matlab. The initial value of k is 1 (the
node which desired to spread information through secure
nodes). The simulation is in rounds. We have considered

Figure 3. Newly infected nodes in SSEA for different d
values.
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that t1 (already defined in Section 2 and added to the round)
is 0.005 of the round of simulation.
First, we have considered that the member-agent was
surrounded by cooperatives nodes with the same security
degree d. Figure 3 represents the newly affected nodes. As
seen, all graphs are very close and seem to be one graph;
these dues to the much reduced shift time between the
graphs (t1=0.005 of the round of simulation). In Figure 4,
which represents the total infected nodes, we can see the
shift between the graphs. For d = 1, the graph of SSEA
has shifted by step de t1. Similarly, for d=0.75, 0.5, and
0.25, it has shifted 2t1, 3t1 and 4t1 respectively. The cost of
communication was to drop the same for SEA and SSEA.
In the second state, the member-agent was surrounded
by nodes with different security degrees d. Figure 5 ((A)(B)), Figure 6 ((A)-(B)) and Table1 show that for a total
number of 100 nodes, eight situations of communication
for SSEA were predicted:
For d=1:
Situation1: From 100 nodes, only 10 were cooperatives.
Situation2: From 100 nodes, only 15 were cooperatives.

Figure 4. Total infected nodes in SSEA for different d values.

Figure 5. Newly infected nodes in SSEA for selection of nodes with specific d values.
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For d=0.75:
Situation3: From 100 nodes, only 18 were cooperatives.
Situation4: From 100 nodes, only 20 were cooperatives.
For d=0.5:
Situation5: From 100 nodes, only 30 nodes were
cooperatives.
Situation6: From 100 nodes, only 34 nodes were
cooperatives.
And for d=0.25:
Situation7: From 100 nodes, only 35 nodes were
cooperatives.
Situation8: From 100 nodes, only 38 nodes were
cooperatives.
In all situations, the member-agent communicates only
with cooperatives nodes.
As observed in Figure 5, Figure 6, and Table1, the time
elapsed for d=1 is less than the other values of d: 6 rounds
for situation1 and 7 for situation2.
For d= 0.75: the time elapsed is 8 for situation3 and 9
for situation4.
For d= 0. 5: the time elapsed is 10 for the situation5 and
11 rounds for situation6.
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For d= 0.25: the time elapsed is 11 rounds for situation7
and 12 for situation8.
From table1, we can see that the least time is for d =1,
then for d=0.75, after for d=0.5, and finally for d=0.25.
The last colon of Table 1 shows that the energy cost
defined in section 3 is reduced only to the selected nodes.
The time necessary to infect 100 nodes in SEA is estimated to 14 rounds, and the energy cost is 100Ecost (Figure
6, Table1).
So, a comparison of the different situations of SSEA
with SEA for 100 nodes shows that SSEA is best for high
d values. SSEA reduces the time of infection and energy
consumption. More, SSEA secures information when d is
high.
The Comparison of SSEA with Gossip[10]
As defined in our IOT model, the node spread information only to the nodes with high security degree. To give
a comparison between SSEA and gossip [10] (Table 2), we
have calculated the rounds needed to spread information in
SSEA for different cases of the number of nodes for different security degrees (Table3, Table4, Table5, Table6).
For each d value, we have envisaged three rates of the
total number of nodes N considered in gossip [10]: 1/8, 1/4,
and 1/3.
Table 1. Performance of variable total number of nodes
using SSEA
Times The energy
Rounds cost
d=

Total nodes100 nodes (without
14
considering d)

1
0.75
0.5
0.25

10 nodes

6

15 nodes

7

18 nodes

8

20 nodes

9

30 nodes

10

34 nodes

11

35 nodes

11

38 nodes

12

100Ecost
10Ecost
15Ecost

18Ecost
20Ecost

30Ecost
34Ecost

35Ecost

100Ecost

Table 2. Performance of variable total number of nodes
using gossip, through which each time an informed nodes
would choose 1 neighboring nodes [10]

Figure 6. Total infected nodes in SSEA for selection of
nodes with specific d values.

Total nodes N

Times Rounds

65

11

129

13

257

15

513

16
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Table 3. Performance comparison between SSEA (d = 1)
and gossip [10]

Table 5. Performance comparison between SSEA (d = 0.5)
and gossip [10]

Times Rounds (SSEA) d =1
Total
nodes N

Times
Rounds [10] N

65

11

5

8

129

13

8

257

15

10

513

16

12

8

Times Rounds (SSEA) d = 0.5
Total
nodes N

Times
Rounds [10] N

9

65

11

5

8

9

10

11

129

13

8

10

11

12

13

257

15

10

12

13

15

16

513

16

12

15

16

N
4

N
3

Table 4. Performance comparison between SSEA (d = 0.75)
and gossip [10]

8

Times
Rounds [10] N

65

11

5

8

129

13

8

257

15

10

513

16

12

8

N
3

Table 6. Performance comparison between SSEA (d = 0.25)
and gossip [10]

Times Rounds (SSEA) d = 0.75
Total
nodes N

N
4

Times Rounds (SSEA) d = 0.25
Total
nodes N

Times
Rounds [10] N

9

65

11

5

8

9

10

11

129

13

8

10

11

12

13

257

15

10

12

13

15

16

513

16

12

15

16

N
4

N
3

We can observe in Table1 for d=1 that the best time is for
rate 1/8, and more rate is high, time converges to gossip [10].
In Table4 for d=0.75, Table5 for d=0.5 and Table6 for
d=0.25, we can see the same remark that in Table3.
For the different states of security degrees values d, the
best time is for d= 1. In all cases, the number of rounds for
SSEA is less than in gossip [10].
So, as proved in the comparison with SEA, and the comparison with gossip [10], SSEA, reduces the energy consumption to the selected nodes, and the number of rounds
to infect nodes.
Finally, we can confirm that SSEA is beneficial in terms
of reduction of time and energy consumption, so the cost of
communication is reduced.
CONCLUSIONS
This research has introduced a new IOT model. It is a
particular Wireless Sensor Network (WSN). In this model,
nodes (persons) travel between a set of communities and
an ``EXTERNAL”. The efficiency of this definition is when
the node was with no link. It used the PSN technique to
send messages. The cooperation of near nodes was to set
up communication. The popularity and reputation of nodes
measured the privacy of messages. This latter was defined
by the security degree, which reflected the number of communities to which the node belonged.

8

N
4

N
3

To more see the benefits of this model, we have developed SSEA for PSN. SSEA is a SEA on which we have added
a security degree as a condition to spread information. In
SSEA, the link is gotten only between selected nodes. The
comparison with the related works shows the benefit of
SSEA to reduce energy consumption and communication
time.
Like all communication methods, this method presents some disadvantages. The first one is the break of a link
when nodes are absent [8; 17]. Since our method focus on
high congestion areas, this problem is eliminated. The second one is a long time need to respond because of the no
cooperation of nodes that says nodes are not available or
available with low battery or low charge. This problem isn’t
permanent; the node is tracking for cooperative nodes. It
delays the communication but doesn’t drop it. The third one
is the reduction of communication security when all nodes
are with low security degrees.
Other hands, our method gives serious advantages: it
works without a specific structure and specific technology
[8]. When no internet connection is available, this method
based on cognitive identification is a well to get a link
between nodes [8; 17]. Thanks to select a reduced nodes
numbers with high security degrees, this method offers a
low cost of communication with more secure links. All networking technologies can be used [17-19]: Wifi, Bluetooth,
Ultrasound.....
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So, for the future, when all wireless networks will gather
to make sure permanent links, this method based on PSN
will be the leader of this new technology of networking. So,
this way of networking may combine an original concurrent to the Internet Network.
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